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A Note from the Editors…
The pink flamingos have appeared once
more in front of our building, which can
only mean one thing. It must be summertime. Cue the music!
My, but the academic year flew by.
And with the new season come fresh faces
eager to take in some of Antioch’s trademark experiential learning. If this is your
first time wandering through these pages,
then welcome to our literary corner of
campus. We’re a student and alumni driven publication, so imagine some of your
writing or artwork here in the future.
And if you’re reading a print version of this edition, perhaps you’ve noticed the Voice isn’t its usual colorful self.
Our poor printer, Brunhilda... She’s a sturdy one, but man, does she eat up the print
cartridges. Luckily, we received the blessing of the McGregor Library to print on
their copy machine. Their generous offer
has helped us remain a free publication,
and for that, we are grateful. But hey, if
you’re a Midwest administrator and you
miss our eye-popping chromatic display
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as much as we do, please contact us. We’re
always open to new ways to keep Brunhilda
in her primary colors.
I want to give a special thanks to
Whitney Bell, literary editor and writing
consultant for the Dizney Writing Center.
She’s been the driving force behind the Antioch Voice this year, and it shows. You can
feel her love and attention radiate from every page. Well done, Number One.
And, of course, I must thank the
wonderful writers and thinkers at Antioch
University Midwest for sharing their words
and ideas. Without them, we’d be nothing
but mailbox filler. They’ve provided us with
plenty of juicy content for this edition.
We’ve got creative pieces, poetry, and photography from around the world. I think
there’s even a comic strip in here somewhere.
So grab yourself a cold beverage, dip
your toes in the nearest watering hole, and
read on.
Denny Russell
Managing Editor
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On Campus...
Library Fights Hunger
(And Also Student Debt)
By Denny Russell

Food for Fines is one of those events
that perfectly embodies the Antioch University spirit. Not only does it support students,
it extends that support to local communities.
Founded in 2011, the Food for Fines
drive gathers non-perishable foods in exchange for payment of library fines. The
event is held for two weeks every year, and
is timed to match the American Library Association’s recognition of National Library
Week. For each item donated, students receive $5.00 credit toward their overdue fees.
The McGregor Library contributes the proceeds to the Yellow Springs United Methodist Church food bank for distribution among
those in need.
This year, the event ran from April
12th to the 24th, though dates vary based on
the National Library Week schedule. According to Director Steve Shaw, this year was the
most successful food drive to date. The library received a variety of food items, including canned soups and tuna, rice, peanut
butter, noodles, and meal mixes.

Have an AUM News Story to
tell?
We’re looking for news and views,
articles and photos about students, offcampus or on, by AUM students, staff, or
alumni. We’re also looking for academic papers, research, creative writing and artwork.
Email Whitney or Denny at the following
address: writingcenter@antioch.edu. Thanks
in advance.
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Photo by Susan Joyce Degnan, Buddhism Studies in
India, Christopher Newport University

Antioch Education Abroad
We would like to thank the students from the
Antioch Education Abroad 2014 program for
sharing their photography with us. For more
information on studying abroad, visit http://
www.antioch.edu/aea2/.

September 23 2014
By Steve Shaw
antique cars on display
in a field beside rows of drying corn
just off the highway
old men grip coffee like bottles of beer
and stare at the spotless engine
of a spotless car seeing themselves
driving
an arm around a girl
50 years ago
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Agent Interview...

A Blue Grasshopper with Elizabeth Kracht of
Kimberley Cameron and Associates
By Whitney Bell
Last semester in the
Creative Writing Master’s
program
at
AUM, I had an assignment to interview an
agent. I chose Elizabeth Kracht because I
saw her name on the
Liz Kracht
Antioch Writers’ Workshop roster, and I like to meet people in person.
Before I reached out to Liz, I did some research
and found some fun facts. She began her writing/ editing career in Puerto Rico, her favorite
color is sea-foam green, and she has dating stories that you could write books about. When
ordering a drink, sometimes she has the bartender surprise her.
I wanted to take a shot at creating Liz a
customized drink, but first I wanted to know
what it was like to be an agent, and what she
could tell me about creating a platform. (Work
before play, right?). It turns out she’s the kind of
person I’d like to sit down and have a cocktail
with, (or an iced tea and maybe some cheese).
Here’s part of our conversation:
Whitney Bell: What’s a typical work day like
for you? Is there such a thing?
Elizabeth Kracht: No workday is typical, really.
Having just come back from vacation, most of
yesterday was spent weeding through my inbox, checking in with clients. We also had lunch
with an editor from New American Library.
And part of my day was spent printing a few
conference submissions for the Kauai Writers
Conference, which is coming up in early May
(critiques). This morning I spent time on the
Summer 2015

phone with my author Lily Gardner about edits
for the second book in her Lennox Cooper series,
BETTING BLIND. Since I also manage the office at
Kimberley Cameron & Associates, I spent some of
this morning processing royalty statements. I’ve
also been posting on Facebook and Twitter since
my author Tj Turner’s debut novel Lincoln’s Bodyguard was just released yesterday. I did send some
rejections I received from editors to my authors as
well. No day is typical for an agent, really, though
there is some repetition in the kinds of things we
deal with.
What’s your favorite thing about being an agent?
EK: My favorite thing about being an agent is
working with authors and being a part of the creative process. I also like being a part of fulfilling
dreams. My authors are like an extension of my
family, so I get a real sense of satisfaction working
with them. I find them all really interesting people. I also like working on contracts and helping
to guide and build writing careers.
What’s your least favorite thing about being an
agent?
EK: My least favorite thing is dealing with difficult clients, though I won’t usually sign people
who I think may be difficult. Life is too short to
work with difficult people. Agenting can also be
overwhelming since most of our reading work is
done on weekends, which means little down time.
This is also a commission-based job, so the job is a
little like (no, it is) gambling for a living.
How many manuscripts do you read per year?
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Interview Cont...
EK: I read manuscripts in different capacities.
This last year I believe I read at least 16 full manuscripts of my clients, some of these more than
once. In my work as a freelance editor, I’d say I’ve
read about 24-30 full manuscripts (I often read
one manuscript four times during a coaching period). I also request quite a number of full manuscripts from authors, but I don’t always get all the
way to the end of these requests. Since I am only
paid for manuscripts I sell, I will stop reading full
manuscripts at the point at which I know for certain I won’t be taking on a project. Sometimes I’ll
continue to skim a manuscript if I’m compelled
by something in the story even though I know it
needs more editorial time than I can devote to it.
In total, I think I read 100+ manuscripts per year.
I read many more partials than this, though.
I read that you might hesitate to represent a
nonfiction author who doesn’t yet have an
online platform. Would you encourage writers
who aspire to publish in different genres to create pseudonyms and distinct social media platforms before publication? Why or why not?
EK: It’s very important for nonfiction authors to
have a presence online and to be able to show
some outreach in the community. This is something nonfiction authors should work on before
they even submit to agents, though if I run across
a great nonfiction project and the author isn’t out
there (but has potential), I will coach them on
branding themselves and getting their name out
there in the quickest way possible. In terms of
pseudonyms, this is a discussion I would have
with an author. I don’t think I could say in any
definite way here how authors writing in more
than one genre should brand or market themselves. Something like this would need to be decided on a case-by-case basis.
Can you tell us something personal related to
work?
6

EK: Most people who are friends with me on Facebook know I’m single and demand dating stories from me because my stories tend to border on
the absurd, from the online scammers and twenty
-somethings looking for cougars to the guys who
can’t spell, turn out to be addicts or text naked
body shots the minute you give out your number
(I feel sorry for the lady who has my old cellphone number; I’ve actually had three people tell
me they’ve talked to her by phone, and she’s not
happy).
Dating has been entertaining, to say the
least, especially for my Facebook friends; my boss
is hoping I’ll meet a nice guy at a conference. I
recently had to read two client manuscripts
(BETTING BLIND by Lily Gardner and SENTENCING SAPPHIRE by Mia Thompson), both
of which featured murderous online dating activity. After a recent romantic misadventure (fiasco),
Mia offered to kill off the guy in her next book if I
provided the name, which I did.
Wow. That’s crazy. Naked body shots, really?
That could drive you to drink. Have you decided on a signature Kracht cocktail yet?
EK: Lol. Now that I think about it, I can’t remember whatever happened with that. I don’t think
we ever did have a Kracht cocktail winner. I’m
still open to suggestions.
So here’s my entry for the Liz Kracht
cocktail contest: A Blue Grasshopper: equal
parts crème de menthe, liquor 43, and coconut
milk; splash of blue curacao. Shake over ice,
strain into a martini glass.
For the full-length interview, including
how to hire Liz as a freelance editor, visit https:/
whitneybellwriting.wordpress.com/category/
interviews. To read Lisa Alber’s fun discussion
with Liz, (and find out why Keanu would play
Liz’s romantic lead) visit The Debutante
Ball.com.
The Antioch Voice

Literature...

Photo by Indigo Sage, Buddhist Studies in India, Swarthmore College

My Memories of Resurrection City 45 Years Ago
By Carlos Raul Dufflar May 12, 2013
Only good news has transmitted at this moment. Before I emerge from the valley of science after 45
years in a series of hero tales of 5000 residents of Resurrection City as I was laughing vividly in which I
will tell my son and my family and friends that is filled by a poetic eye.
It was the Sixties right after high school that life took its turn into the wings of consciousness from happiness to sadness like a path that your heart says yes to human rights, justice, and democracy, and peace
and hell-no to war.
From the pages of the psalms of Dr. Martin Luther King who said if you can’t fly, you can run, and if
you can’t run, then you can walk, and if you can’t walk, then you can crawl.
From the universal hardship of poverty sunflowers were laid as we marched in a memorial tribute to
the last words of Dr. Martin Luther King at the Lorraine Hotel at Memphis, Tennessee. The people gather on there towards Mark, Mississippi. From our sorrows we listen to our hearts. We sang our love and
our fire and we started the Poor People’s Campaign from coast to coast, mule wagons and on foot, buses, trucks, and cars. The Freedom Train were the first ones who were the foundation of Resurrection
City. The Southern Caravan, the Western Caravan, and the Midwest Caravan, the Northeastern Caravan, and the Indian Trails of Seattle and the Appalachia. From the wretched of the earth, faces of our
nation from the First Nation on the reservations, the Afro-Americans from the villages and urban centers, the Chicanos from the barrios, Puerto Ricans from the urban barrios, and poor Appalachians from
the mountains.
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Along the way to the Capitol we were beaten and arrested. We created the National Chorus of the Poor.
People sharing their lives and their culture as we finally made it and build Resurrection City. The many
race soul center and the Hungry Wall tell it like it is. The Coretta King Day Care Center and God’s Eyes
Bakery and the medical center and the dental center. City Hall in which Jesse Jackson became our
mayor. From the ashes we started and asked permission to use the land from our great Indian brothers
and sisters. We made houses out of plywood and plastic. It was warm, dry, a community of our own.
Without landlords, without jails, and without police brutality.
From the rain and mud and cold that came on Spring, from our leaders like Dr. Abernathy, Hosea Williams, Chief Big Snake, Cornbread Gibbons, Collin Harris, Peggy Terry, Robert Fulcher, Corky Gonzales
and Reies Tijerina. Every morning we would continue our living demonstration in every department of
government for our human rights against violence and starvation, unemployment, and slum housing,
poor education, and the end to the war in Vietnam.
Within our circle of the University of the Poor, we shared history, politics, and economics from the elders who taught us from the school of life.
Since I was only 18 years old, I was growing fond of the light which gave us eyes and our intellect as the
sources of wisdom that can have no counter-wisdom. Life was no social paradise but we took advantage
of the light of the day before the night set in. Like a sign of the past, Eric the photographer from 111 thStreet saw me in front of the house and greeted me, “Qué pasa, Carlos?” and I answered “In the struggle.”
So we started walking and talking through the city looking at the people playing chess and dominoes
and having their haircuts and listening to music. So Eric stopped just before we got to the food tent and
he said, “Mira, Carlos, you had a lot of courage and love. But do you need rest and a comfortable bed
for a few nights?”
I thought about it for a few minutes and answered right back, “No, but Eric, wait until Wednesday, the
19th of June, on Solidarity Day, after the march, and I will stay with you, ok?
“Ok, Carlito, bueno.”
And then Coretta Scott King and Martha Grass and Reies Tijerina and Dr. Abernathy and many others
that spoke with a hundred thousand people in the rally in our support at the Washington Monument
and the Lincoln Memorial. Like a thousand from New York for a special celebration for Puerto Rican
Day.
So when the rally ended, I met Eric. We walked just about a few blocks and I stayed with him. So I woke
up the next morning, had some breakfast, and Eric gave me The Washington Post to read. “Did you
hear what happened?”
“No.”
“The police threw tear gas at Resurrection City. Today, Thursday.”
Struggle brings the most unlikely things within reach. Four days passed, and the Pharaoh with his one
thousand blue dragons stormed our home with the great invasion of tear gas and mass police brutality
and mass arrests of innocent women, children, young people, and men. And the destruction of Resur8
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rection City. From May 13 to June 24 of 1968, you must be ready to confront difficulty to realize your
hope.
Our history could not be written until our struggle continues. From the heart of Dr. Ralph David Abernathy, pages of history were revealed that the poor people spoke and the poor people went to jail to set
America free. And that poor people hungry for bread on the table and righteousness in the land from
the passages of my past that fire the light of the call that reached my heart and soul. The Rev. C.D. Witherspoon of the Baltimore chapter of the SCLC and PPA and POP that called all of us veterans of the
struggle, youth, and unions and people of consciousness to agitate for our struggle. On the 45 th anniversary of the Poor People’s Campaign, we march from Baltimore to Freedom Plaza in Washington, DC.
From our drums and the wet rain that poured on us, and our love and courage that kept us strong, as
Angel and Carlos read their poems in the platform on the 45 th Anniversary of the Poor People’s Campaign. Straight ahead.

Photo by Susan Joyce Degnan, Buddhism Studies in India,
Christopher Newport University
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Double Agent
(the work-a-day adventures of a Yellow Springs peacenik and her green Honda Element, Egbert)
By Joan Harris
Me and Egbert, we’re always the odd men out
Egbert hates parking at Wright-Patt
He feels lost, a tiny fuel-efficient foreign SUV
Adrift in a sea of hulking Aspens and Escalades and Grand Cherokees
Sporting faded bumper stickers for Bush and the NRA
Each intent on sucking up its share of the spoils
From the war in the Middle East
Inside, I’m the butt of their jokes
“Peacenik Flower Child from Yellow Sprinkles”
Employment implies consent to monitoring and random drug screening
Confirming and denying are tasks above your pay grade
They lock you securely in a box then pretend
They want you to think outside of it.
Surrounded by retirees and their
Incessant chatter about the free health care they didn’t get
Their lives a private orbit of benefit and privilege that is never enough
While kids whose only hope for college is the GI Bill
Serve in war zones and return screwed up
More die by suicide than combat
We fit no better in Yellow Sprinkles
Egbert conspicuously parked in a row of Priuses at Tom’s
War protestors on the corner give us the thumbs-up as we drive past
They like the “Peace is Patriotic” magnet on the side
But we are not allowed to stand with them
Only smile and offer hot coffee
Sorry, I cannot sign your petition
The base pays us well to keep our opinions to ourselves
Speaking out against our Commander-in-Chief will not be tolerated
Watered-down editorials submitted to the newspaper
Slip of tongue could result in pink slip
Mum’s the word. Or else.
Oh happy day and long-awaited
My retirement and the chance to live my authentic life
Ready to resist, rebel, reclaim… maybe a whiff of forbidden Mary Jane?
And just for the record, I can neither confirm nor deny
The existence of alien life in Area 51
I honestly have no idea
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Photo by Kyra Neal, Japan and Its Buddhist Traditions, Rice University

The Autumn Springs
By Shawn Young
In summer, I want to radiate. I want to stand in closure of my wrongs, waving at them from a distance. I
want to take the hand of my loves and dance, looking for them all in my tears, in the skies, my heart
full, my chances taken, my satisfaction filled. Eyes for eyes. All things discovered.
A joyful glass casket.
A basket of fish.
In winter, I want to regret. I want to fall deep into my bed, hard, hardly feeling. I want to see the face of
the cosmos shoot past me in my cold repose as I de-exist. I want my lament for life’s loss to motivate me
to find them. I seek them out and rediscover them.
My sadness as motivator.
To enjoy them again.
Glint for glint; we will waltz to the music of rejoining, holding ourselves close.
We will know, but nothing will be lost.

Summer 2015
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English Lessons
By Christina Dendy

We meet twice a week to practice letters
to make greetings and small words to translate ourselves
from one space to another. We speak different tongues
but we resonate with the language of mother. Still
she tries to learn the inflections of English a bastard
born of conquest and demographic dispersal
(she needs to work rent buy grain for dumplings
that simmer and bob with stove-top chicken bone)
even as I scrabble letters to read the meaning
between the lines on her face on her hands to decipher
the graphing in the pink-on-brown scars that mark
the place where bullets entered and exited her life
shooting what remained of her family
from one discovered country to another.
Once upon a history her ancestors fled and fought
such linguistic mastery only to seek refuge now in its body
writ when some butterfly wings the world to new effect
(events are tidal)
and our children chase butterflies in the sparse
green amid concrete gable courtyard in four-square
apartments that remind me of the military complex
my own folks once made us home—strangers in
strange lands—but we had the guns.
My tales never bled bullets.
I wonder what story she will tell when she is able if she
will blend the syllables of the several speeches she knows
already to make anew to squeeze the pulp from every forgotten
fruit trampled and juiced in the road—to compose
fresh seeds of her own
to bear to be born to produce to be known.
If all the pain is worth what we grow.
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Photo by Susan Joyce Degnan, Buddhism Studies in India,
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The Year of Good Things
By Greg Belliveau
“Let’s make hope our New Year’s resolution,” my wife said. I was doubtful, but after a
year of good things, a new job, a new child, a new town with new potential, someplace away
from those lurking obstacles, rusted, jagged things that leave us wounded – after such a good
year… sure, why not hope. Tomorrow was the first day of class, and I wanted to keep the Mojo going. I would bring cookies.
It was close to four in the afternoon, and the sun was out and the sky a deep blue and
students grouped and goof-awed and hurried to their next class or their dorm rooms, the coffee shop, a bar. I pulled into the turning lane and stopped just before the pedestrian walkway
and thought about how I really needed to secure the adjunct position for next semester, if I
had time, maybe after class. A young Asian woman, maybe eighteen, in suede boots and grey
sweats, a blue coat pulled up against the cold, December breeze glanced up at me, I nodding,
she looking down the road, I waving her onward, and she hurried across the front of my car. I
watched her pass, and watched the red blur of a truck come up from my right, watched her
fold into the grill, watched her launch into the air, a shockwave, a thunder, a thud, and squeals
as the body spun, legs spread and splayed out then landing, crumpled onto the gray pavement
thirty, twenty, ten yards away.
I ran from my car. I pulled out my phone, but my fingers dialed useless numbers, helpless, confused. “Call 911,” I said. “Call 911” I shook my head, staring at the keypad:
999999991111111111112222222222. A man in a green truck with his window down yelled, “I
called the police. I called them.”
I knelt down next to her neck and face, blood in her mouth, her nose, her ears, body
curled, left arm out, palm up, and she cried for her family. She was young, an international
Summer 2015
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student: China?
“Don’t move,” I said. “You mustn’t move.”
“Don’t move,” another man said.
She stared into space and cried out as her body registered and reported the damage.
“I want my family,” she said and rolled and cried.
“Don’t move,” I said. “Help is on the way.”
“I want my family,” she said, the blood on her lips, outlining her nostrils, her fingers
bent into a claw. The man next to me said, “You mustn’t move.”
“It will be okay,” I said. “Help is on the way. I can hear them.” I looked and listened, and
the silence and the huddling, helpless people, waiting, waiting for someone, something to
come, made my stomach hurt. “You’ll be okay,” I said. I lied. “It’s okay,”
“My chest,” she said. “I want my family.”
“You mustn’t move,” the man next to me said.
I stared into her eyes, grayish white and rolled up. We heard sirens.
“They are coming,” I said. “You’ll be okay.” I wanted to scream, to sob, to rend my clothing like some Jewish Elder, an ancient act of grief, but I held her hand, lightly, barely a touch,
impotent, “You’re okay.” But she just looked up into the sky or deep inside her memory, a
place to map and interpret the chaos.
The paramedics arrived and the police - truck after truck, car after car, quarantining the
area, blocking the traffic, stopping time. They pulled her wrecked body straight feeling her
bones and pulse, listening to her lungs, shackling her neck in foam. She groaned and they
whispered to each other in a technical language, lifting her upon the wooden board, strapping
her down with bands of yellow canvas, hoisting her upon the wheeled gurney to the cave of
tubes and bandages and electrical monitors in the back of the ambulance.
It was while I filled out the witness report that someone noticed her black glasses bent
and folded. Someone else found her scarf near the rise of the curb.
I didn’t teach that day, couldn’t teach. I spoke to my class in a brief shaky voice, my
plans evaporated, exhausted, made unrecognizable, irrelevant by the previous storm. I passed
out cookies, a consolation prize for being present, cookies my wife and year old daughter lathered in Christmas icing, laughing, poking, dabbing, constructing, intentional grace. Then, left
alone in the room, I called my wife, the words vibrating through space, trembling, breaking,
broken, a barbaric yawp, gulps of air. I walked to my car in fog.
When I pulled into Lot C, a vast expanse of grass below, ethereal blue above, cloudless,
cold - I could see the helicopter lift, like a metal dragonfly, hover, dip and fly south in the fading light of day.
“They have good doctors there,” a lady wrapped in wool said. “They know what to do.”
I thought of her in that thin-skinned thing racing to hope. She was somebody’s little
girl, maybe adopted, who perhaps made cookies with her mother during the year of Hope,
who woke this morning with hope, a better day, a better class, a better life, the world as a pearl
and not a jagged piece of rust purposefully placed to snag our flesh. And I thought of my child
who will grow up and go to school, will study hard or not, and find herself at the beginning of
a semester thinking of home, the memory of the familiar, a community of hope, the comforting
hands that hold, and one day she will scurry across campus in her gray sweats and blue coat,
scurry across parking lots and side streets, thinking about algebra or how the workshop will
go today, scurry and stop at a pedestrian walk, hesitate, look up and trust the hand that waves
her across. “It’s okay,” he’ll say, “everything will be okay.”
14
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A Toast to the Lovely Couple
By Andrea Auten

You danced a wedding pas de deux,
winning a cash prize and a bottle of wine.
Strong arm curving around her,
you posed for pictures
in an orange blossom-scented sundown.
Our feast followed the humble walk down a cobbled aisle,
her beach curls framing an organza and satin bateau neck
your dying brother, a sentinel Best Man in his military dress
stood up for honor and accountability,
a scarlet stripe running down the length of his trousers.
Wet-cheeked cousin, husband, parents, friends,
alighting candles in the trees—
small watchful wind-moving faeries.
Tapas passed down on plates of joy.
Cuban-Spanish, German, Scotch-Irish, and Dutch; carafes pouring
favorite songs and stories told
gathered together, a union.
White on white towering cake dotted with American Beauty roses,
picking up the same scarlet in your uniform, the same uniform as your brother’s.
Roundtable good wish filled with presents,
wrapped and ribboned boxes and bags to place in
your ground floor one room apartment
twenty steps from parents
promising a private start, Sunday family breakfasts.
Arms around her small shoulders, crying,
“Someone stole our $75 dollar prize and the bottle of wine.”
Kiss this new cheek to make the sting better,
To glue the broken figurine, to clean up this night.
I awake instead to the Communist morning
your t-shirt courthouse elopement
no guests, no songs, no pictures, no gifts, and no honor.
A printed certificate folded in your sock drawer.

Summer 2015
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Photo by Julia Boddy, Buddhist Studies in India, The New School (New York)

Pahd Bai Kaprow Gai by Bri
By Brian Harris
Glowing like a wok most days, farlang pink he's,
Perhaps wandered into the wrong kitchen, to the eye of most
Sharing ancient and holy herbal gifts to many of Siamese
Guava hued joy shown upon the countenance of this host
So he begins with a Sawadee Kop and pronounced Thai bow called wei,
Pooting Thai, muttering nonsense, or praying for each of us.
He's a flurry of motion, starting out hot, and then really wok-n-rolling today.
So far, no three second ruling decision, and likewise no cuss.
Garlic, gai, (or chicken), onion added then the holy Thai basil
Searing hard meat and veggies, this fast pahd requires very little stir.
Next, says he, I always cook with wine, hiccup, some times the pot too gets a fill.
He seasons, tastes, and then rings the bell, this work of poetry ready for the next mam or sir.
16
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Bermuda

Photo by Indigo Sage, Buddhist Studies in India, Swarthmore College

By Karen Howard
What a most wonderful place to be, the greatest of all outdoors
To walk along and feel the waves that caress the pink sandy shores
The beautiful seagulls soaring, boasting their noisy claim
As they land along the shore, they seem to sing my name
We walk from shore to shore
Across the urban paradise street
We encounter a native islander
Riding his bike with sandaled feet
He stops and dismounts to strike up a conversation
Then he promises to give us a treat
There’s a place called Devil’s Cove, come and follow me
I know the people there and I can get you in free
In the evening the Gombey dancers come out and take to the streets
They capture your heart and dig into your soul with their rhythmic island beats
Brandishing hatchets and arrows with their colorful attire
They dance with graceful agility that you are sure to admire
Spacious fields of flowers with all their colorful bloom
Wait to fulfill their destiny of making sweet perfume
With all of its wonderful delicacies from crawfish to Barracuda
I hate that I have to say goodbye to my beautiful Bermuda
Summer 2015
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Sitting Here
By Jenna Hall

Sitting here, breaking, letting the day lay itself out
Ears perked, and sensitive to the drifting anger on the wind
Mind perked, and sensitive to the drifting anger on the wind
But the trees bend, and catch the breeze as if nature’s dream-catcher
Their ability to bend and absorb the carbon emitted from hearts
Their ability to bend and absorb the anger laced within the carbon emitted from hearts
Their ability to bend, but not break under the weight
Sitting here, bending, letting the day lay itself out

18
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